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The annual Baltic Ports Conference 2017 – From the future of 

the port industry to the environmental side of things 
Keywords: Port industry, Port of Trelleborg, Baltic Sea Region, environmental protection, digitalization, Brian 

Simpson OBE - EU Coordinator for Motorways of the Sea, Baltic’s unique position as a leader for green and 

sustainable ports and maritime transport, green technology 

On 6-8 September 2017, the Port of 

Trelleborg hosted the annual Baltic Ports 

Conference organized by Baltic Ports 

Organization. Representatives of the European 

Commission, non-profit organizations, private 

companies and ports of the Baltic Sea Region and 

beyond gathered to discuss on the future of port 

industry. 

The changing political landscape, regulations, trends in the shipping and port sector as well as 

digitalization were the main topics discussed by more than 120 participants within the DAY 1 sessions. 

During the DAY 2, the conference shifted its focus to the environmental side exploring the vast experience 

the Baltic Sea region has in the area of sustainability and its willingness to share this knowledge with others. 

DAY 1 

Facing change was the key topic on DAY 1, Lauri Ojala, Professor of Logistics at the Turku School of 

Economics, examined the implications of mega and regional trends in port industry. Fast technological 

progress, shifts in global economic power, demographic and social change, climate change and resource 

scarcity as well as rapid urbanization were some of the aspects influencing the trends in port development. 

Oleg Dekthyar, Deputy General for Commercial Affairs at the Sea Commercial Port of Ust-Luga and Thomas 

Gylling, Head of Marketing for Port Solutions at Konecranes also mentioned the need to match volume 

dynamics and space restrictions due to ports usual location near cities as additional aspects 

influencing port development. It also has to be considered that different trends apply to different kind 

of ports, based on their size, geographical location and type of cargo handled. 

http://www.onthemosway.eu/
http://www.onthemosway.eu/
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Future and digitalization go hand in hand.  Advancements made in this area are set to have an enormous 

impact on the port industry. Ports need to not only identify the technology that matches their own, unique 

digital development strategy but also figure out how to properly implement it. Although digitalization is vital 

to the further evolution of the port industry, it does not remain without risks. Cybersecurity needs to be 

considered indispensable when taking steps into this new field. 

Indra Vonck, senior port expert at Deloitte, stated the necessity to not only innovate, but innovate in the 

right way. The need for the port and shipping industry to innovate is driven by pressure and structural 

changes with digital extending the range of innovation possibilities as OT and IT converge. This enables 

digital to provide opportunities across the entire value chain. 

The topic of digitalization has been expanded upon by Hendrik Roreger, Head of Business Intelligence at 

the Port of Hamburg Authority. He shared with the audience three fields of action for digital seaports – 

digital enhancement of infrastructure, building of data infrastructure and establishment of digital culture. 

Change does not only affect technological and economical aspects of port development. The political 

landscape across the Baltic and Europe is also in constant flux. In his keynote speech, Bo 

Petersson, Professor of Political Science & IMER at the Malmö University, stressed the role of Europe as a 

beacon for uncontested and untainted core values of the EU, especially in these times, characterized by 

severe pressure under which liberal democracy finds itself. 

DAY 1 also featured speeches by Brian Simpson, the European Coordinator for the Motorways of the Sea 

programme, explaining its recent status and plans for the future and an overview of the implementation 

process of port regulations presented by Konstantinos Rigas, Head of Unit “Ports & Inland Navigation” at the 

European Commission. 

DAY 2 

Baltic’s unique position as a leader for green and sustainable ports and maritime transport took the center 

stage during DAY 2 of the BPC 2017. Over the years, the Baltic ports and shipping lines implemented, with 

great success, a broad range of technological and managerial solutions in order to comply with various 

environmental regulations active in the region. The time has come to share the vast amount of experience 

gathered over the years with other members of the maritime community. 

http://www.onthemosway.eu/
http://www.onthemosway.eu/
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Participants of the discussion panel dedicated to the topic of exporting of Baltic environmental standards 

took a closer look at the possibilities for synergies between different approaches to environmental 

compliance. The good amount of cross sector cooperation has been praised, as well as the ability to think 

outside the box. It remains to be seen when the investments in green technology are going to pay off and 

while there are still doubts in regard to the economical point of view, the importance of the social one 

cannot be denied. The need to communicate Baltic’s efforts and achievements has been mentioned multiple 

times. 

The panel, featuring Ditte Folke Henriksen, Head of Section at the Danish Maritime Authority, Poul 

Woodall, Director for Environment and Sustainability at DFDS A/S, Ulf Siwe from the STM Validation project 

and Gert Nørgaard, Manager Strategy & Planning at the Copenhagen Malmö Port attracted many voices 

from the audience. Our host, Tommy Halen, stepping down from his position as the Managing Director at 

the Port of Trelleborg, summed up the discussion, saying that “it is important that ports are the 

frontrunners” and first to take steps towards a green future instead of waiting for the authorities. 

Baltic Sea region’s long-standing tradition of innovation has been further explored in a special panel 

showcasing some of the most interesting projects, recently garnering a lot of attention and additionally 

underscoring the breadth of experience it has to offer. 

The participants received 5 minutes each to present their work and achievements. The panel, moderated 

by Bogdan Ołdakowski, the BPO Secretary General, included representatives from Baltic Blue Growth, Go 

LNG, HAZARD, TENTacle and the already mentioned STM Validation project. 

This year also saw a slightly different approach to the development of the maritime transport industry, 

as Mia Rolf, CEO at Ideon Science Park, talked about the single, most important force behind every 

successful business – creativity. The port industry faces times of dynamic change, rapid evolution and 

unrestrained innovation. It needs to carefully define its challenges, since creativity and creating something 

new does not come without costs. 

The day also featured presentations analyzing environmental priorities in view of the benefits they can carry 

for Baltic shipping by Poul Woodall and a look at the influence of the LNG terminal in Swinoujscie on energy 

security in East & Central Europe by Sławomir Sieradzki, Deputy Director of the Development Division at 

GAZ-SYSTEM. 

A study tour of the Port of Trelleborg concluded this edition of the Baltic Ports Conference. 

http://www.onthemosway.eu/
http://www.onthemosway.eu/
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For more information, please click here 

 

Source: On the MoS Way 

Link: http://bit.ly/2yGUwE8 
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Elemed event at Killini Port | “Killini Port towards green 

sustainable future” 
Keywords: Elemed, CEF projects, Killini Port Authority, pilot cold-ironing infrastructure 

The ground-breaking pilot project establishing cold-ironing technology at Killini Port, was presented on 

Thursday 20/7 at a special event, gathering together public officials, representatives from the local 

community and stakeholders from social and institutional sectors. The event, which was organised by the 

European co-funded project elemed and Killini Port Authority, opened the Secretary General of Hellenic 

Ministry of Shipping D. Kalamatianos and the Western Greece Vice Governor G. Georgiopoulos. 

The “why Killini” question for the establishment of the first pilot cold-ironing installation in Eastern 

Mediterranean, was the core of the event, highlighting the technical feasibility of the port but mainly 

Municipality’s vision and will to offer a more sustainable and greener future for Killini society. “We won the 

first bet, and we will continue” added Killini’s Mayor Nabil Morad. 

Specific emphasis was given to the environmental, social and economic benefits envisaged by the 

implementation of electrification technologies. “All the involved parties must endorse this important 

initiative”, Kalamatianos underlined during his welcome address. 

Main aspects of the Elemed project and hybrid technologies were presented by P. Mitrou, Technology & 

Innovation Manager, Marine & Offshore at Lloyd’s Register South Europe. Available funding opportunities 

and schemes that could be valuable for the second phase of the Killini works and suitable for smaller ports 

of the region, were highlighted by Professor D. Lyridis from the National Technical University of Athens. 

At the end of the event, the attendees had the opportunity to be guided to Killini port where the pilot cold-

ironing infrastructure will be installed. 

  

About Elemed 

Elemed (Electrification in the Eastern Mediterranean) prepares the ground for the introduction of cold 

ironing, electric bunkering and hybrid ships across the Eastern Mediterranean Sea corridor, aiming at 

eliminating emissions & noise in ports and surrounding urban area. It is a co-funded by European Union 

project, studying all technical, regulatory and financial issues related to the establishment of cold-ironing 

http://www.onthemosway.eu/
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infrastructure, in four ports (Piraeus, Killini, Lemesos, Koper), involving three countries. Within elemed 

framework, the first pilot cold-ironing infrastructure in Eastern Mediterranean will be established in Killini 

Port. 

 

Source: On the MoS Way 

Link: http://bit.ly/2xCwgmt 
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The official video of AdriaMoS 
Keywords: AdriaMoS, official video, CEF projects 

 

The official video of AdriaMoS  

 

Source: On the MoS Way 

Link: http://bit.ly/2awGx3h  
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“LNG: the meeting point for Marine, Transport & Energy 

sector in Cyprus”, September 29th, Limassol 
Keywords: POSEIDON MED II project, CYnergy project, LNG supply chain, Eastern Mediterranean Region, 

Cypriot Minister of Transport, maritime, energy & transport, DG Move & DG Energy 

EU co-financed Programs POSEIDON MED II and 

newly launched CYnergy, are joining forces to 

explore potential synergies between marine, 

transport and energy sector, arising by the use of 

LNG. 

The Conference entitled “LNG: the meeting point for Marine, Transport & Energy sector in Cyprus”, will be a 

platform of discussion between government and EU officials, local authorities, international organizations 

and market specialists, who will discuss about the opportunities existing along the LNG supply chain and its 

promotion to the Eastern Mediterranean Region. 

Cypriot Minister of Transport, Communications and Works Marios Dimitriades, will open the Conference 

which is divided in two sessions. At the Maritime session, pioneers will share their experience on the LNG 

landscape in marine transportation. The Energy & Transport session, addressed by the Permanent Secretary 

of the Ministry of Energy, Commerce, Industry and Tourism of Cyprus Dr. Stelios Himonas, will introduce the 

CYnergy concept, exploring possible synergies between Greece and Cyprus towards a greener future for the 

region. 

Among agenda highlights will be: representatives from the European Commission (DG Move & DG Energy); 

the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development – EBRD and many others. 

The Conference will take place at the Carob Mill Restaurants (Richard Ballroom), Vasilissis Street, Limassol, 

Cyprus. It is an open event, subject to registration. 

 

To view the Conference agenda, please click here 

About the Conference Organisers 

http://www.onthemosway.eu/
http://www.onthemosway.eu/
http://www.poseidonmedii.eu/news/PMII__CYnergy_conference.html
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Poseidon Med II project is a practical roadmap which aims to bring about the wide adoption of LNG as a 

safe, environmentally efficient and viable alternative fuel for shipping and help the East Mediterranean 

marine transportation propel towards a low-carbon future. The project, which is co-funded by the European 

Union, involves three countries Greece, Italy and Cyprus, six European ports (Piraeus, Patras, Limassol, 

Venice, Heraklion, Igoumenitsa) as well as the Revithoussa LNG terminal. The project brings together top 

experts from the marine, energy and financial sectors to design an integrated LNG value chain and establish 

a well-functioning and sustainable LNG market. 

CYnergy project is a holistic approach towards the establishment of a Natural Gas (NG) system in Cyprus 

aiming to end the energy isolation of the island through establishing strategic synergies between the sectors 

of Energy and Transport. Embarking on turning Cyprus into an energy hub in the East Mediterranean, 

CYnergy targets the development of a sustainable and fully functional NG/LNG market for providing clean 

and affordable energy to the end user. The project, which is co-financed by the EU, is a collaboration of 

energy, transport and finance experts as well as public and governmental institutions of Cyprus and Greece. 

 

Source: On the MoS Way 

Link: http://bit.ly/2wCvTba 
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EU earmarks 145 mln euro for Croatia's Krizevci-Dugo Selo 

rail line  
Keywords: European Commission, Cohesion Fund, rail, transport, TEN-T, Croatia, infrastructure 

The European Commission said it is investing 145 

million euro ($174.5 million) from the Cohesion Fund in 

improving rail transport in Croatia, between the 

municipalities of Krizevci and Dugo Selo. 

This section of the railway is part of the Mediterranean 

corridor of the Trans-European Transport Network 

(TEN-T), which connects Croatia to neighbouring 

Hungary and Slovenia, and Southern Europe to Eastern Europe, from Spain to the Ukrainian border, the 

European Commission said in a statement on Monday. 

"The EU is investing in better connections both within Croatia and with its neighbours within a strategic, pan-

European transport network", the commissioner for regional policy, Corina Cretu, said. "This project, which 

promotes clean transport within the country, will contribute directly to Croatia's economic growth by 

facilitating both the transport of goods and tourism." 

The project includes the upgrade and doubling of tracks between the two cities, improvements to railway 

stations, the modernisation of the telecommunications and signalling system and the construction of 

adjacent road infrastructure (bridge, tunnels, roads) to ensure better access to the railway network. 

 

Source: See News 

Link: http://bit.ly/2hBMOQT 
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EU gives Romania EUR 201 mln to complete railway segment 

modernization 
Keywords: Cohesion Fund, Romania, TEN-T, European Commissioner for Regional Policy 

The second phase of the project to modernize the railway link 

between Sighisoara (Mures County) and Coslariu (Alba County) 

in Transylvania will benefit from a financing of over EUR 201 

million from the Cohesion Fund, the 2014-2020 programming 

period. 

This segment is part of the railway route connecting Brasov to 

the Hungarian border, part of the Trans-European Transport 

Network. 

“Financing projects aimed at improving rail links in Romania represent an investment in the real economy of 

the region, as this will bring direct benefits to the local business environment and tourism. At the same time, 

by reducing transport time and promoting a type of ecological mobility, this project will directly contribute 

to improving the quality of life for Romanians,” said Corina Cretu, European Commissioner for Regional 

Policy. 

Once the almost 100-km long railway section is revamped, the trains will be able to travel at 120-160 km per 

hour and the travel time between the two localities will be reduced by half. 

The railway line crosses the Mures, Sibiu and Alba counties in Transylvania. The project is expected to be 

completed in 2018, bringing benefits to one million inhabitants in the area. 

 

Source: Romania-Insider.com 

Link: http://bit.ly/2gdFnTi 
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VaTIS launched as part of European Mobility Week 
Keywords: Minister for Transport, Infrastructure and Capital Projects, VaTIS, European Mobility Week, 

Transport Malta, Central Government, DG MOVE, Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan 

Minister for Transport, Infrastructure and 

Capital Projects Ian Borg visited Valletta Local 

Council in order to launch VaTIS, which forms 

part of the European Mobility Week. 

On 14 July, Minister Borg announced a number 

of initiatives in celebration of this week in 2017. 

This is the fourth edition of the competition and 

this year’s theme is “Sharing gets you further”, promoting shared mobility. Today’s visit initiated one of the 

projects which were financed by the Ministry for Transport, Infrastructure and Capital Projects together 

with Transport Malta, through funds which are being made available for Local Councils which are interested 

in proposing innovative projects towards more sustainable mobility. 

In his address, Borg encouraged Local Councils who did not participate in past editions to submit various 

projects for the consideration of the Selection Board, and went on to thank on behalf of the Central 

Government those Local Councils who have participated in this initiative year after year. He said that 

various Local Councils have benefitted from funding towards permanent projects similar to the one which 

was being launched. Among benefitting Councils, Borg mentioned the Valletta, Bormla, Qormi, Paola, 

Għajnsielem and St Paul’s Bay Local Councils, and stated that later on this year, the rest of the projects 

which have already benefitted from the scheme will be launched. He stated that the Government is 

considering increasing funds allocated towards these measures as of next year. 

The Minister praised the Valletta Council as one of the most active Local Councils with regard to 

competitions related to European Mobility Week, with the same Council forming part of a project financed 

by the main programme of DG MOVE, Civitas, together with Transport Malta, the Ministry for Tourism and 

the University of Malta. A Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan is to be put together for Valletta and the Valletta 

Region thanks to the project, and several pilot projects are expected to be launched. 

Borg spoke about how VaTIS includes the development of an App which will update the public with real time 

information about the state of traffic and any road closures in Valletta. This App was developed through 

http://www.onthemosway.eu/
http://www.onthemosway.eu/
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collaboration with the Institute for Climate Change and Sustainable Development at the University of 

Malta. He went on to explain how other initiatives include the installation of sensors in public parking lots 

and street parking spaces in Valletta. Because of this initiative, we can avoid congestion and also facilitate 

parking in Valletta, towards better access for those who live, work and visit our Capital City, concluded the 

Minister. 

 

Source: Independent 

Link: http://bit.ly/2xAy8vX 
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Greece and Bulgaria sign ‘Sea2Sea’ project, hoping for EU 

funding 
Keywords: Sea2Sea project, EU funding, railway line, Greek port of Piraeus, China Ocean Shipping Company 

(COSCO), Mediterranean Sea, European Fund for Strategic Investments, Directorates-General of the European 

Commission 

Sofia and Athens signed a memorandum of 

understanding on Wednesday (6 September) for 

the construction of a high-speed railway, hoping 

to attract foreign investment and establish 

strong links in a region historically known for 

divisions and antagonism between neighbours. 

Bulgaria’s centre-right Prime Minister Boyko 

Borissov met his Greek counterpart Alexis Tsipras in Kavala, northern Greece, and signed the agreement on 

a railway line that will connect three ports in Greece (Thessaloniki, Kavala, Alexandroupolis) with three 

Bulgarian ports (Burgas and Varna on the Black Sea and Ruse on the Danube). 

The Bulgarian government said the project, named “Sea2Sea”, was expected to attract huge investor 

interest from the Middle East, China, Russia and other major markets. 

China is already investing heavily in railways from the Greek port of Piraeus. In 2016, China Ocean Shipping 

Company (COSCO), a Chinese state-owned enterprise, acquired the majority stake in the Piraeus Port 

Authority. The Chinese government considers Piraeus the main entry point for Chinese exports into the 

southern, eastern and central EU, as well as the key hub for seaborne transport across and around the 

Mediterranean Sea. 

Greek media reported that a Bulgarian-Greek group will be set up by the end of September. A Transnational 

Agency will then be established to implement the project by using EU and private funds. 

The Bulgarian press has reported that the regional infrastructure master plan is estimated to cost 5 billion 

euro, of which 1 billion is intended for construction on Bulgarian territory. 

http://www.onthemosway.eu/
http://www.onthemosway.eu/
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Borissov was quoted as saying that he and Tsipras would request to meet Commission President Jean-

Claude Juncker in October and present him with their ideas for the development of the Balkan region, 

hoping to get funding from the Juncker plan (European Fund for Strategic Investments, or EFSI). 

Bulgaria will take over the rotating presidency of the Council of the EU from 1 January. 

“We are looking at our presidency as a Balkan presidency. We have a rare chance to prove that there are 

political elites, reasonable people who will put an end to the contradictions, and from a powder keg, the 

region will become an area of prosperity”, Borissov said. He added: “With Alexis Tsipras we can play an 

important role for a Balkan policy in the framework of the EU”. 

In addition, reports in Athens suggest that joint consultations have already been made at the level of the 

Directorates-General of the European Commission and the project has been greenlighted by Transport 

Commissioner Violeta Bulc. 

New horizons in energy and security 

Speaking at a joint press conference after their meeting, Tsipras said it was a project of historic significance 

and enormous economic, commercial and geopolitical value. 

“We are opening new commercial routes and extending the trans-European transport network linking the 

Aegean Sea to the Danube and the Black Sea,” he said, noting that the project was a “big step” that allows 

the Balkan countries to be transformed into an area of economic prosperity. 

The leftist leader emphasised that the countries were opening up new horizons for Europe’s energy map, 

but he also said Sofia and Athens should open a dialogue to address the issue of the ongoing refugee crisis. 

“I would not exaggerate to say that after the summit of the two countries with Serbia last July, regional 

momentum is also built around the Greek-Bulgarian axis,” he said. 

Bulgaria’s Premier Borissov said the region was starting with smaller things, referring to the infrastructure 

projects at the level of motorways and rail connections that are in progress. 

“If this plan is implemented, Kavala will be able to develop trade relations with the port of Ruse, and a large 

inland economy,” he added. Ruse is the largest Bulgarian city on the Danube, with a road and railway bridge 

to Romania. Bucharest is only 60 km away. 

http://www.onthemosway.eu/
http://www.onthemosway.eu/
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In the previous meeting with Serbia and Greece, the three countries had discussed the possibility to extend 

the railway project to Serbia, Borissov said. 

“That is why we decided to meet in Varna on 3 October and hold a four-party meeting, with the participation 

of Greece-Bulgaria-Serbia-Romania, and complete the project,” he concluded. 

 

Source: Euractive 

Link: http://bit.ly/2xzN2me 
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Shipping industry criticised for ‘ifs’ and ‘buts’ over emissions 
Keywords: Shipping industry, Clean Shipping Coalition, International Chamber of Shipping, CO2 emissions, 

International Maritime Organisation (IMO), climate change, DG MOVE, maritime transport 

The shipping industry has been criticised for coming up 

with too many ‘ifs’ and ‘buts’ when discussing the 

reduction of emissions. 

John Maggs, president of the Clean Shipping Coalition, told 

delegates at the International Chamber of Shipping 

conference in London: “That headline concern [about 

climate change] seems to be there, there seems to be 

acceptance of the problem and there is talk about the need for a truly ambitious strategy. But then there are 

too many ifs and buts. For example – it has to be ambitious but it isn’t going to be a cap; we don’t want any 

legally binding goal and want it to be aspirational; we don’t want any market-based measures. 

“When you read the ICS papers, there is this huge concern and then there is a narrowing of all the options, 

all the things we don’t want and like. Do you end up with something that is going to see the shipping 

industry sharing the solution to climate change? I don’t think so.” 

Maggs was on the panel of speakers discussing ‘CO2 Reduction: Developing the IMO Road Map’ at the 

conference held in the British Library during London International Shipping Week. 

The conference had been opened with a keynote speech by IMO secretary general Kitack Lim, who 

acknowledged that “the whole world will be watching the IMO” as it works towards delivering a strategy by 

April 2018 for reducing shipping emissions. 

He spoke of the need for “miraculous collaboration”, which was echoed by moderator Gabrielle Walker, 

who said: “You know the world is watching. And one of the driving forces is the desire to avoid unilateral 

imposition by regions.” 

Maggs referred to the impacts already being felt from climate change and the likely impact further down the 

road: “This is a huge issue but completely different to what the IMO or the industry has had to deal with,” he 

said. In order to protect places such as the Marshall Islands, decarbonisation is required within 25-30 years 

“which is not even the lifespan of a new ship”, he said. 

http://www.onthemosway.eu/
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There is a danger of "ending up with another EEDI", he said: “EEDI is lauded as a fantastic outcome but let’s 

not kid ourselves. EEDI has an extremely poor level of ambition and it isn’t driving reduced emissions from 

ships. It may look good on paper but has it actually done anything? I don’t think it has.” 

However, John Adams, ICS vice chairman and managing director of Teekay Shipping, countered his 

comments, saying: “There are important steps under way and things which are happening. John Maggs has 

been quite dismissive and it is not helpful to the discussion.” 

In a large industry of many operators and sectors, it takes a long time to bring dialogue to the point where 

you can polish it into a paper, he said – but it was clear that delivery must be achieved over the next eight 

months. “They are setting out something which I think is very progressive – we want to put out measures 

that are very real.” 

John Lyras, principal of Paralos Maritime Corporation, questioned why the industry was being ‘pressed to be 

very specific in the percentages and when target’. 

“Shipping is a responsible industry. I am a citizen of the world; I don’t want the planet to disappear under 

the sea and I am also a business man, and I don’t think these two things are incompatible – they have to be 

connected.” 

Magda Kopczynska, director of maritime transport at the European Commission’s DG Move, said: “The next 

eight months are an unprecedented opportunity for all of us to actually get our act together and do 

something – because it isn’t just a question of the credibility of the various institutions but also the 

credibility of the IMO as a strong and powerful institution that can steer the shipping world into a more 

sustainable future. 

She added: “If there isn’t a solution, regional solutions will start kicking in.” 

 

Source: SeaTrade Maritime News 

Link: http://bit.ly/2gyyGYV 
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Irish to Make Further Maritime Contacts Through Connecting 

Europe Conference 
Keywords: Connecting Europe Conference, Irish Maritime Development Office, LISW17, the Irish government 

shipping agency, Directorate-General for Mobility and Transport (DG MOVE), ICT and digitalisation 

Following the Irish Maritime Development Office (IMDO) 

attendance of last week's LISW17, the Irish government 

shipping agency will also be attending the Connecting Europe 

Conference taking place this week in the Estonian capital of 

Tallinn. 

The IMDO will also be exhibiting at the two-day event held at 

the Nordea Concert Hall between 21-22 September. 

The event is being organised by the European Commission, Directorate-General for Mobility and Transport 

(DG MOVE), in cooperation with the Estonian Presidency of the Council of the European Union and Ministry 

of Economic Affairs and Infrastructure of the Republic of Estonia. 

At the Connecting Europe Facility Conference in Tallinn, a number of key Irish ports and enterprising marine 

companies in areas of ICT and digitalisation will exhibit together with Ireland’s Marine Development Team 

and the Irish Maritime Development Office to communicate Ireland’s marine opportunity. 

Our delegation is keen to build connections for potential collaborations in future projects, especially in the in 

the area of research, and to discuss Ireland's strengths in areas such as Digital Ocean, Smart Ports and the 

development of Ireland's ICT cluster. 

 

Source: Afloat.ie 

Link: http://bit.ly/2ziQwqA 
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Freight Transport Group Says Road Haulage Driver Facilities 

need Urgent Attention 
Keywords: Freight Transport Association (FTA), logistics industry, European policy, Trans European Transport 

Network by 2030, European Parliament, Connecting Europe Facility Fund (CEF) 

Calls for Truckers to Tweet in Pictures of Best and Worst Rest Stops 

The Freight Transport Association (FTA), whose members operate around half of the UK's road haulage 

fleet and which represents various other sectors of the the logistics industry, has called on policy makers to 

prioritise the provision of improved facilities for commercial drivers. According to FTA's head of European 

policy, Pauline Bastidon, the lack of adequate parking and rest areas across the European road network is 

forcing drivers to take rest breaks in their cabs, without appropriate facilities being available. She says: 

“The provision of suitable rest areas for drivers, set out by EU law as a requirement across the Trans 

European Transport Network by 2030, needs urgent attention. The lack of suitable places for drivers to take 

legally mandated weekly rest breaks, located near main road access and with secured parking facilities, is of 

critical concern to FTA and our members. Urgent action is required from governments across Europe to 

ensure that adequate driver facilities are available to enable freight operators to undertake their jobs safely 

and securely.” 

The question of suitable facilities for drivers is a truly international one, often producing stories with tragic 

results. Speaking in Strasbourg, where the FTA is holding meetings with members of the European 

Parliament on the issue, Ms Bastidon outlined the proposals which FTA would like to see prioritised, to 

protect drivers and their loads while travelling across Europe: 

“It is incumbent on all EU states, including the UK, to provide safe, suitable parking and rest areas for drivers 

operating across the continent. FTA is demanding that all member states issue annual reports to the 

European Commission on the availability of suitable, secure rest and parking areas across their countries, 

which can then be reported back to the European Parliament and Council on an annual basis. In addition, 

concrete action must be taken to increase the number of suitable facilities available for drivers to use while 

conducting their daily working routine. 

“Until such time as the number and quality of facilities available for drivers to use has reached an acceptable 

level, drivers should be granted the option of spending their weekly rest break in their vehicle, as long as it 
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has suitable sleeping facilities in the cab, and as long as there is access to sanitary facilities close by. We do 

not want to see drivers sleeping in laybys, which is dangerous for the individuals and their loads, and 

unsanitary for those living in the vicinity.” 

EU law states that rest facilities should be located approximately at least every 100 kilometres across the 

European road network by 2030, and the European Commission is co-financing safe and secure parking 

projects under the Connecting Europe Facility Fund (CEF). However, as Ms Bastidon explains, the quantity 

and quality of appropriate facilities for drivers still falls short of what is needed to ensure drivers can take 

their legally-mandated rest breaks in a safe, secure environment. 

“It is unacceptable to expect logistics operators to work without the opportunity to rest and recuperate after 

a stressful period of driving long distances. Our members are keen for the CEF to be used to take positive 

action in establishing a broader network of facilities across the continent, and in the UK, and we will be 

working closely with representatives in Strasbourg to ensure positive actions are taken.” 

To demonstrate the disparity of facilities available to drivers across Europe, and in the UK, FTA is asking for 

pictures of facilities which drivers encounter to be sent to its Twitter account, @newsatfta, using the 

hashtag #ftarest and details of the location. The FTA will be collating the best, and worst, facilities 

encountered and using the pictures as evidence in future lobbying activity. 

 

Source: Handy Shipping Guide 

Link: http://bit.ly/2xD1KE8 
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European Ports Make $893 Billion Fund Plea 
Keywords: European Sea Ports Organisation (ESPO), European transport, Federation of European Port 

Operators and Private Terminals (FEPORT), Connecting Europe Facility (CEF), European ports 

The European Sea Ports Organisation (ESPO) in a coalition 

of thirty European transport bodies has asked the EU for 

renewed infrastructure funding. 

Campaign signatories included not only ESPO, which 

lobbies for European Seaports interests, but also the 

Federation of European Port Operators and Private 

Terminals (FEPORT). 

Signatory organisations say they need continued Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) funds for the next EU 

financial framework period, from 2021-2028. 

Completion of the core network, which requires 83 of the main European ports to be fully connected with 

rail and road links, is at risk due to insufficient funding, they said. 

This is because the current CEF transport budget has been fully used. 

What's more, demand for CEF funds is in many cases more than 2.5 times the available resources, the 

organisations said in a leaflet. 

The EU in 2013 established the CEF funding programme to create a trans-European transport network (TEN-

T) which includes seaports, for example by funding low-emissions shipping fuels. 

This has supported the construction of a new railway in Bremen Port, as well as Port of Helsinki's automated 

mooring system. 

To qualify, the ports must handle at least 1% of the EU's total throughput. 

ESPO’s Secretary General Isabelle Ryckbost, said: “We are very pleased to see that 30 transport 

organisations, covering all modes and nodes, service providers, users and cargo owners are supporting this 

plea for a strong financial support for the completion of the TEN-T network. 

“EUR750 billion (US$893 billion) is needed to complete the TEN-T core network. 
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“We all know that transport projects with a high societal return do not always generate the necessary return 

on investment. 

“We also believe that CEF support is the best guarantee to deliver high EU added value and responsible grant 

management.” 

“Ports face a continual challenge to invest in long-lived port infrastructure.  

“Even where such investments provide high added value and generate substantial economic returns, they 

often have low financial returns for the port authority.  

ESPO’s Chairman, Eamonn O‘Reilly said: “In the context of the review of the Connecting Europe Facility, 

ESPO will continue to make the case for continued and increased financial support in a variety of forms. 

Grants are an essential component of this.” 

 

Source: Port Technology 

Link: http://bit.ly/2kLSBIm 
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EU welcomes foreign investments for connectivity projects: 

Commissioner Bulc 
Keywords: Connecting Europe Facility (CEF), European Commissioner for Transport Violeta Bulc, Chinese 

investments, trans-European transport network (TEN-T) 

The European Union (EU) welcomes foreign investors and capitals for Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) as a 

key EU funding instrument, said European Commissioner for Transport Violeta Bulc. 

Responding to a question at the transport ministers' press conference, Bulc said that for investment there 

are clear rules that has to be respected, which by no means indicates that the EU is closing doors to foreign 

investments. 

She also said that the EU works well with Chinese investments on European projects. 

Bulc said good transport connections are an important issue for the European Commission, and all modes 

of transport must be considered, including railways in addition to air connections, so that the provision of 

connections become sustainable. 

On the second day of the informal meeting of energy and transport ministers of EU members, the EU 

transport continued discussions to chart the policies and investment needs for the development of the 

trans-European transport network (TEN-T) in the next funding period, that is, post-2020. 

The need for investments is large and the ministers reached broad consensus on the future of CEF, a key EU 

funding instrument to promote growth, jobs and competitiveness through targeted infrastructure 

investment at European level, said Estonian Minister for Economic Affairs and Infrastructure Kadri Simson. 

 

Source: Xinhuanet 

Link: http://bit.ly/2xFlJH4 
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Spanish engineer builds Serbian bridge to replace one 

bombed by Nato 
Keywords: Trans-European transport network, NATO, bridge, Europe’s Corridor X 

The government of Serbia says that Spanish civil 

engineer Azvi is on course to complete the new Zezelj 

bridge across the Danube on 21 November, replacing 

the original destroyed by a Nato bombing raid in 1999. 

Funded by the European Union as a link in its Trans-

European transport network, the 474-m-long bridge will 

carry vehicles, trains, pedestrians and cyclists when 

complete. 

Lifting the heavy steel arches into place will be a tricky finishing task. 

Zorana Mihajlovic, Serbia’s infrastructure minister, said the arches would be lifted into position when the 

water level was at the right height, and traffic on the river will be suspended for three days during the 

operation. 

The larger of the two, weighing 5,200 tonne, has a 220m span and a height of 42m; the smaller is 180m long 

and 34m high.  

They will be partly built on the supports of its predecessor, one of seven bridges destroyed by Nato airforces 

during the Kosovo conflict. Together, they use slightly more steel than the Eiffel Tower. 

The two arches are being built on land, one on the left and one on the right bank of the Danube. When the 

installation and tortioning of the cables is completed, each will be brought into position using a pontoon. 

 

The Zezelj is located in the city of Novi Sad, about 70km upriver from Belgrade. It is an important link in the 

EU’s trans-European network. The EU has invested €34m in the construction of the bridge and access roads. 

When complete, the bridge will carry two railway lines, two road lanes and two lanes designed for 

pedestrians and cyclists. The railway lines are expected to become operational early next year.  
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Lines will run through Europe’s Corridor X, which will connect Salzburg in Austria to the Greek port of 

Thessaloniki, passing through Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia and Macedonia. 

In Serbia, the project includes the construction of the Belgrade bypass motorway linking Croatia, Belgrade 

and Bulgaria.  

 

Source: Global Construction Review 

Link: http://bit.ly/2gBJNA5 
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Finnlines will gain from additional berth capacity at the Port 

of Naantali 
Keywords: Port of Naantali, vessels, Finnlines’, port investment programme 

The Port of Naantali has started a construction work to extend an existing quay from 178 metres to 228 

metres in order to create additional vessel handling infrastructure. 

This will support Finnlines’ plans to expand its traffic between Finland, Åland and Sweden enabling Finnlines 

larger vessels to enter the port, the company said in its press release. 

The construction work has started in September 2017 and the works are scheduled to be completed by the 

end of April 2018. 

Finnlines can expand its traffic between Finland, Åland and Sweden and ensure more efficient use of the 

harbour. 

According to the Port of Naantali the ongoing port investment programme will amount to approximately 

EUR 4 million. 

The Port of Kapellskär in Sweden has also been expanded and now has five modern quay-berths. 

“These investments in Naantali and Kapellskär support our strategy to optimise the use of our vessels and 

routes. This also enables us to develop our traffic between Finland, Åland and Sweden and the use of all our 

vessel types and more flexible use of the fleet. These investments will strengthen Finnlines’ services and we 

can serve our customers even better and meet their growing demand for top quality cargo and passenger 

services,” says Tom Pippingsköld, CFO, Finnlines Plc. 

 

Source: PortNews 

Link: http://bit.ly/2wRZYQ3 
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South Europe handles most container volume 
Keywords: European Ports, Southern European ports, container port, Rhine-Scheldt Delta,  

Southern European ports handled more container volume 

from 2007-16 than any other region. 

Rotterdam is the largest container port in Europe with growth 

of 14% and 12.38m teu processed from 2007-16, data from 

PortEconomics shows. 

Antwerp follows with growth of 22.8% in the same period and 

10.04m teu in 2016. 

Hamburg also processed 8.91m teu in 2016, said Dr Theo Notteboom, co-founder and co-director of 

PortEconomics, in a report for the seaports initiative. 

The Rhine-Scheldt Delta remains the most important container port region in Europe with 24m teu handled 

in 2016. 

Piraeus is responsible for the steep growth of the Greek container port system. The port’s container volume 

increased from 1.37-3.67m teu from 2007-16. 

The North German port system recorded a minuscule growth of 0.6% to reach 14.94m teu in 2016, although 

volume is said to be picking up with its new large-scale terminal facility. 

The Portuguese port system increased its European share to 2.5% in 2016 (up from 1.3% in 2007) and the 

Port of Sines reached 1.51m teu in 2016, 10 times more than in 2007. 

In the 2007-2016 period, the North Adriatic added 1.15 million TEU to its container throughput or a high 

growth of 92%. 

By 2016, the Spanish Med port region’s European share increased to 6.9% representing a growth of 1.34m 

teu or 23.6% compared to 2007. The decline seen amongst individual Spanish ports is believed to be a result 

of the 2008 financial crisis. 

The UK SE Coast port region added 0.44m teu to its container throughput during the analysed period. Its 

growth of 6.4% was less than half that of the total EU container port system in the same timeframe. 
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While the Seine Estuary’s teu throughput is about 8% below the 2007 volume, the region’s share in 

European container traffic remained stable at 2.5% in the past few years. 

Belgian coastal port Zeebrugge witnessed a decrease of 31% between 2007-16, mainly caused by a 

weakening position in the calling patterns of alliances/carriers on the Europe-Far East trade. 

Total container throughput in the EU increased by 13.9% during the studied period 

 

Source: Port Strategy 

Link: http://bit.ly/2yj0IiI 
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EMSA Launches Monitoring, Reporting and Verification 

System 
Keywords: European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA), THETIS-MRV, CO2 emissions, EU shipping, European 

Commission’s Directorate General for Climate Action, maritime transport 

The European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA) 

has launched its monitoring, reporting and 

verification system THETIS-MRV to help reduce 

CO2 emissions from E.U. shipping. 

The system went live on 7th of August, will enable 

companies responsible for the operation of large 

ships using E.U. ports to report their CO2 

emissions, as required by law from January 1, 2018 under the E.U.’s Monitoring, Reporting and Verification 

Regulation. The rules apply to ships above 5000 GT which account for around 55 percent of ships calling at 

E.U. ports and represent around 90 percent of the total share of related emissions.  

The move is expected to encourage the uptake of greenhouse gas emission-reduction measures within the 

maritime sector, as the emissions data will be made public and updated yearly. The THETIS-MRV system 

enables companies to work together with accredited verifiers to prepare monitoring plans in a voluntary 

module and to release emission reports and documents of compliance to the European Commission and 

relevant flag state authorities using the mandatory module. 

EMSA was tasked to develop a robust system for the monitoring and reporting of verified data on CO2 

emissions, annual fuel consumption and other energy efficiency parameters by the European Commission’s 

Directorate General for Climate Action. A four-year cooperation agreement between the two parties was 

signed in March 2016. 

In 2013, the E.U. Commission set out a strategy for progressively integrating maritime emissions into the 

E.U.'s policy for reducing its domestic greenhouse gas emissions. The strategy consists of three consecutive 

steps: monitoring, reporting and verification of CO2 emissions from large ships using E.U. ports, greenhouse 

gas reduction targets for the maritime transport sector and then further measures, including market-based 

measures, in the medium to long term. 
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Maritime transport emits around 1,000 million tons of CO2 annually and is responsible for about 2.5 percent 

of global greenhouse gas emissions. Shipping emissions are predicted to increase between 50 and 250 

percent by 2050 – depending on future economic and energy developments. 

 

 

Source: The Maritime Executive 

Link: http://bit.ly/2xCJ0tz 
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Software evolution to drive RoRo vessel efficiency 
Keywords: software, RoRo vessel, ships, ports, digitalization, European Ports 

Ship efficiency software will be developed by MacGregor to 

increase RoRo vessels’ operational efficiency and drive port 

call optimisation. 

MacGregor has acquired the rights to Lekven Shipping’s 

efficiency software for ships and ports, which it will further 

develop and launch to the market this year. 

The deal aims to help improve existing and future fleet 

efficiency by eliminating inefficiencies for smarter cargo handling, said Magnus Sjöberg, vice president of the 

RoRo division at MacGregor. 

He stated: "We are now first focusing on improving logistics efficiency of PCTCs and minimising their waiting 

time." 

Digital expansion 

Alexander Nürnberg, senior vice president of R&D and technology at MacGregor, said the company was 

focusing on widening its digital portfolio of services and “ships efficiency software is a natural addition...” 

“This business intelligence software is first of its kind in the market. It is easy to operate and has clear 

interfaces and reports," said Mr Nürnberg. 

"The software has had a 15 months trial with a global PCTC ship owner/operator in European ports, showing 

very positive results," he added. 

Endre Lekven, who developed the software and owns Lekven Shipping, said: “I am very happy to join 

MacGregor and share my expertise from the shipping company side where I have built the software based 

on improving ship owner and port businesses by utilising business information.” 

 

Source: Motorship 

Link: http://bit.ly/2yivYhH 
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Cyprus implements EU regulation on maritime transport 

emissions 
Keywords: Department of Merchant Shipping, EU Regulation 757/2015, CO2 emissions, Cyprus ports, 

national maritime authority 

The Department of Merchant Shipping has issued a circular informing owners, managers and 

representatives of Cyprus-flagged ships of their obligations under EU Regulation 757/2015 on the 

monitoring, reporting and verification of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions from maritime transport. The 

department has also informed owners, managers and representatives of ships calling at Cyprus ports, 

irrespective of flag, of the implementation of the regulation in Cyprus. 

The regulation entered into force on July 1 2015 and provides for ship operators to measure CO2 emissions 

from their ships and report these results to the European Commission and their national maritime 

authority. The measurement and reporting procedures are subject to approval and monitoring by officially 

approved verifiers appointed by each EU member state's designated accreditation body. 

Operators of Cyprus-flagged ships must submit a monitoring plan for each of their vessels to the appointed 

verifier no later than August 31 2017, indicating the method chosen to monitor and report CO2 emissions. 

For ships falling under the scope of the regulation for the first time after that date, the monitoring plan must 

be submitted to the verifier no later than two months after the ship's first call in an EU port. 

From January 1 2018, based on the monitoring plan assessed and approved by the verifier, operators must 

monitor CO2 emissions for each ship on a per-voyage and yearly basis. From 2019, operators must submit 

annual emissions reports to the European Commission and the Department of Merchant Shipping by April 

30 each year. These must be certified as satisfactory by the appointed verifier. 

By June 30 2019, ships arriving at or departing from ports in Cyprus which have carried out voyages during 

the reporting period must carry on board valid documentary evidence of compliance. 

 

Source: International Low Office 

Link: http://bit.ly/2wSzldT 
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Europe: EMSA assists with oil spill clean up 
Keywords: European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA), oil spill, vessel, Environmental Protection Engineering 

(EPE), oil spill recovery vessel (OSRV) 

The European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA) has mobilised the oil spill response vessel Aktea to respond 

to the oil tanker Agia Zoni II, which sank on 9 September while at anchorage west of the port of Piraeus, 

Greece, with 2,200 metric tonnes (mt) of fuel oil and 370 mt of marine gasoil (MGO) onboard. 

An oil spill was reported in the area and the east coast of Salamina Island polluted. 

On 13 September, the Greek authorities requested the mobilisation of the oil spill response vessel 

contracted by EMSA from the Greek company, Environmental Protection Engineering (EPE), and operating 

in the Aegean Sea. Within a few hours, during the night, the ship ceased its commercial activities and 

prepared for pollution response operations. The vessel has been on site since 11:00 local time, 13 

September, and is recovering the oil leaking out of the wreck under the command of the Greek authorities. 

In order to assess the extent of the spill, the Greek authorities also requested additional satellite images 

from EMSA. 

‘This assistance to the Greek authorities clearly demonstrates the added advantage Member States can have 

by requesting additional response assets which are available across the European coastline and can be 

mobilised quickly,’ said EMSA Executive Director, Markku Mylly. ‘It also highlights the responsiveness of 

EMSA’s satellite image service.’ 

The Aktea oil spill recovery vessel (OSRV) is an oil tanker built in 1989 and contracted by EMSA to cover the 

Aegean Sea area. Transporting oil is the main commercial activity of the vessel. The vessel has a storage 

capacity for recovered oil of 3 000 cbm, a heating capacity of 3 000kW and a pumping capacity of 1 000m 

3/h. 

The onboard pollution response arrangement includes two rigid sweeping arms, two single point inflation 

booms, one high capacity skimmer and slick detection radar. Additional equipment includes a gas detector, 

mini lab and flashpoint tester. 

 

Source: Bunkerspot 
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Link: http://bit.ly/2zliGRT 
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